
Cocktails



Garden Of Eden

Strawberry Fields Sour

An aromatic and herbaceous gin-based cocktail, featuring the floral notes of
Elderflower Liqueur, the crispness of cucumber, and the refreshing essence of
basil.

A harmonious blend of sweet and sour that combines the sweetness of
strawberries, the herbal essence of pink gin and the velvety texture of egg white.
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Signature Cocktails

Citrus Serenity Spritz
Bright and zesty with sweet and citrusy notes of limoncello, complemented by
the effervescence of sparkling wine. Wonderfully refreshing with a delightful
lemon twist.
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Oriental Spice Martini
Exotic and aromatic, combining the sweet and delicate essence of lychees with
the warm and the spicy kick of ginger. Well balanced with an intriguing flavour
profile. Sophisticated and refreshing.
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Bourbon Smoulder
A refined take on the classic old fashion, with a gentle smoky twist. A balanced
and indulgent sip with the sweetness of maple, for those who appreciate the
finer things.
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Tropical Heatwave
Refreshing and zesty with a kick of spice. The perfect balance of sweet and
spicy flavours, with the heat of jalapeno complimenting the sweetness of
pineapple for a hint of tropical flair.
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Negroni

Classic Cocktails

A timeless Italian classic, bittersweet and sophisticated, the perfect choice for
those who appreciate a complex profile. Well-balanced with the bold flavours of
gin, Campari and sweet vermouth.
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Manhattan
Sophisticated and timeless, known for its strong, rich and aromatic profile.
Combining the bold flavours of whiskey and sweet vermouth with a dash of
bitters, this iconic choice is for those who appreciate a well-balanced and slightly
sweet sip.
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Whiskey Sour
The perfect harmony of bold and robust whiskey, complimented by tangy fresh
lemon juice. Well balanced citrusy and slightly sweet. Simple and smooth, never
goes out of style.
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Long Island Iced Tea
Complex and audacious combining various spirits, a splash of citrus and cola.
Strong, refreshing flavour with the ability to pack a punch. A must-try for those
looking for a spirited adventure in a glass.
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Mojito
A refreshing Cuban classic. A symphony of fresh mint leaves and tart limes,
with the subtle kick of white rum. A testament to the enduring allure of simple
pleasures.
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Cosmopolitan
A tantalising burst of citrus, with the subtle warmth of vodka, creating a
balanced and crisp profile. Stylish and fruity, combining cranberry with a citrus
twist. Cheers to elegance and timeless glamour.
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Aperol Spritz
A quintessential Italian aperitif, known for its radiant orange hue and
bittersweet, citrusy taste. A delightful balance of Aperol, prosecco and soda
creating a refreshing, light and effervescent spritz.
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Classic Cocktails



Classic Dry

Classic Dirty

Simple yet sophisticated, celebrated for its purity and clarity of flavours. Gin,
dry vermouth and a touch of lemon offers a well-crafted, clean and crisp taste.

A bold and savoury twist on the classic Dry Martini. The addition of olive brine
creates an extra layer of complexity and a hint of saltiness to tantalise the taste
buds. Perfect for those who enjoy a more robust flavour.
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Martinis

Espresso

French

Rich, smooth flavours of espresso and vodka with a touch of velvety sweetness.
Known for its deep complexity, it’s the perfect indulgent pick-me-up.

A modern, fruity twist on the classic, offering a blend of vodka, raspberry and
pineapple to create a sweet, smooth and slightly tangy flavour profile.
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Passionfruit
An exotic and alluring combination of vanilla and passionfruit, topped with the
elegant appeal of prosecco. A contemporary, fun take on the timeless classic.
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Classic Lime

Chilli Coconut

Timeless and refreshing. Smooth Tequilla and orange liquor provide the
perfect balance of tangy, sweet and citrus flavours. A taste of summer with
each sip.

An exotic and bold combination of rich, creamy coconut with a kick of spicy
chilli heat and a touch of citrusy sweetness to balance. Perfect for those who
enjoy an adventurous flavour experience.
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Margaritas

Cucumber & Mint

Strawberry & Basil

An invigorating blend of cool cucumber and aromatic mint creates the
ultimate refreshing taste experience.

A fruity, herbaceous blend of strawberries and basil for a delightfully vibrant
spin on the classic.
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Pomegranate
Combining the sweet and tart flavours of pomegranate with the zesty kick of
lime, this is a well-balanced, fruity twist on the beloved classic.
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Passionfruit Purity

Strawberry Mint Nojito

Fresh and indulgent, combining the tropical allure of passionfruit with the
zesty brightness of citrus and an exotic touch of coconut cream.

The refreshing combination of sweet juicy strawberries and aromatic mint. 
A delightful balance of fruit and herbal elements with a burst of freshness in
every sip.
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Mocktails

Pineapple & Ginger Spritz
Tropical and invigorating, combining the sweet, tangy flavours of pineapple
with the warm spicy notes of ginger.
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